
BE BRIGHT 
BE BOLD
BE YOU

LUSCIOUS LIME
As the vibrant hues of spring and summer envelop us, there's no better
time to infuse our wardrobes with a pop of refreshing colour. Green is a
captivating colour with many shades that effortlessly capture the essence
of the season. With its lively and zesty mood, green breathes life into any
ensemble, elevating it to new heights of style and sophistication.
 

Zara Levels 1 &
s 2

Incorporating this colour into your spring-
summer wardrobe opens up a world of
possibilities. This invigorating shade,
reminiscent of a tangy lime slice, infuses an
instant burst of energy and excitement into
your outfits. Whether you choose to embrace
it in small accents or go bold with statement
pieces, lime wedge lends a delightful touch
of uniqueness.

For a subtle yet impactful touch, consider incorporating
green through accessories. Pair a stylish dress from
Urban Outfitters with a lime handbag from Accessorize
or a pair of sleek sandals from Primark to instantly
enliven an outfit, creating a striking contrast against
neutrals or complementing other bold colours. This
versatile shade pairs well with a range of colours,
including crisp whites, navy blues, and even pastel pinks,
enabling you to experiment and find your perfect
combination.

If you're feeling adventurous, don't shy away from
making green the star of your wardrobe. A flowing dress
from Mango or a cardigan from Oliver Bonas exudes
confidence and individuality. Let it take centre stage and
allow its vivaciousness to radiate, making you a true
fashion trailblazer wherever you go.

Create your look at The Friary!
Check out these vibrant options that can be
brought right here at The Friary to complete
your look and embrace this strong, powerful
colour. Make your outfits fierce as you step
into the world with confidence and style by
letting this colour become your go-to shade. 
 

See individual retailers for stock availability and prices. 
All information is correct at the time of publication. 
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